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Astronomy. - "Outlines uf a new theory of Jupiter','; satellites"., 

By Pl'Of. W. DE SITTER. (Continued). 

(Communi~ated in the meeting of April 26, 1918). 

4. T he varia tional equations. 

The constants of illtegra1ion of the intel'lnediaJ'y orbit satisf)' the 
conditioJls (18), (19), and the conditions of SJ mrnetJ-y (16). The 
constants of intègration of the actual orbit however do nor exaetly 
satis(y these eonditions. We now \ put, instead of (17) and (20) 

Ài = (ei - x) 't' + niO + (.I)i, 
ni = - X't' + Ttio + gi , ~j= ~i + d~i 

Instead of [Ji and d'1i I intl'oduce hi and Ici by 

~i cos gi :::: ~i + hj 
~i8in gi = kj 

The eq uations th en become 

dhi ~ t àRi t - i}Ri 
-d = - Xki- (1 + Vi) ~ - ! (l + Vi) (l7i + hi)-, 

t' uki iU, 

dVi tàRi -= - 3(1 + l'i) ~. 
dT uÀi 

t . (21) 

" (22) 

We still l'estrict olll'selves to the non-periodie paJ't [Ri] of the 
pertUl'bative function. TheJl, if we neglect the squares and pl'oducts 
of hi, ki, (.I)i, l'i, these equations are of the form 
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dkj' - = ~ aij kj + ~ bij Wj, 
dT j j 

1k
j _ ~ a'· . h . ""' b'· , V . - - - ,.:;, IJ :J -,.:;, I))' 

dT j j 

dv' -' = ~ dij kj + ~ eij Wj, 
dT j j . 
,dWi _ ~ d'· . 1, • _ ~ e' .. .. ' 
- - -...:;., ') h) ...:;., IJ" J' 
dl: 

. (28) 

The l'ight-hand members have np constant term. For 'ti and Vj 

these terms Jare zel'o in consequence of the conditions of symmetry 
(16), since they contain only sines. For kj a!ld Wi they are zero 

by the conditions (18) and (19). 
The equations (23) are satisfied by 

ki = ~ Ci q Eq cos (I'q, 
q 

ki = ~ e'j q Eq sin (f'q, 
q 

q Iq 

~ 11 • 

Wi = ...:;., C, Eq s~n rpq' 
q Iq 

l'i = ::E c':' Eq cos (Pq, (' 

lfJq = {Jq T + 'CV qO· 

. (24) . 

Substituting (24) 

conditions 

in (23) we find for Ciq, 

/ 

C'., c'.', 
!q !q 

Cjq {Jq + ~ aij Clq + ~ bij c': == 0, 
j j Jq 

e'i q fJq + ~ a'ij Cj g + JE b'ij e':' = 0, 
j j;q 

e': {lq + JE d'ij ej q + JE e'ij c':' = 0, 
Iq j , J Jq 

e'." fJ/ + ~ dij e'jq + JE eij c': = 0, 
Iq j , j)q 

C~" and {lq the 
!q 

(25) 

The condition that it shall be possible to determine Ciq, C'jg' ••• 

from these equations . is' that their determinant is zero. This gives 
an eqllation of the sixteenth 'degree in {Jg. To each root fJq belongs 
a set Ciq. . .. There are however not 16 different values of {Jq. rro 
begin with it is evident th at, if we change ljJq to --rpq, a.nd con se- -
qnently {Jq to -{Jg, and if at the same time we replare' c'!q and C"iq 

by -e'i" and -C"iq, the equations (25) are still satisfied, and (24) is 
not affected at all. It follows th at if' fJg is a root, then also -fJq is 
a root. 

Further there are sim roots {J = O. Each term in the equations (24), 
i. e. each root {J, represents an oscillation of the true motion with 
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respect to the intermediary Ol'bit with the period 2 nll~. Eàch of 
these oscillations cOl'l'esponds to a small change of the initial values, 
i. e. a small deviation of the constants of integl'ation from those 
of the intermediary Ol'bit. The term corresponding. to a root /3 = 0 
is not an oscillation, but a constant correction to one of the elements, 
which does not affect the character of the motion. Now there are 
six possible deviations, i. e. six constants of integl'ation by a èhange 
in whieh -the intermediar)' Ol·bit is not e,ssentiallyaItered. These are: 

1. A change of the zero of the longitudeB and tlle time. This 
evidently does not affect the motion at all, and since two constants 
of integl'ation are inyolved, it corresponds to two roots ti = O. 

dT " 
2. A change of n,-n. = - and of ". The first is evidently 

dt 

onl)' a change in the unit of time. The other does affect the m<?tion 
of the three inner satellites, but only in so far as the intermediary 
OI'bit is replaced by aoother of entirely the same character. 

3. A change of c~, say to C4 + öc4 • We cao then eaU c + dc. 
again C4 änd nothing essential will be alte;red, 

4. A change of W 4 • In thc intermedial'Y Ol'bit we assumed 
W 4 = O. In doiJlg t,his we neglected a small quantity, and evidently 
the exact amount of the neglected quantity is of no importance. 
This corresponds to the tact th at all coefficients bi4 and ei4 are zero, 
as is found when they are wOI'ked out. 

It must therefore be possible to transform the equation of the 
16th de'gree in ~ to an equation of the 5th degree in W. This is 
effected as follows. 

I • 

By differentiating' the second and fom'th of (23) we find equatIons 
of the form: 

d 2ki 
-2 + :2 Aij kj + :2 Bij (JJj = 0, 
d'r j j 

. . . . (26) 
d'w' 
d'r~1 + ~ Gij kJ + ~ Dij Wj = O. 

J J 

Hence we find fOl' Cl iq, C" iq, and ~q the conditions 

C'·~' """ A·· c'· """ B· . ,," - 0 \ Iq t' q -.., IJ Jq -.., IJ v. - , 
j j Jq 

1/ ~I X' G' ~ D" 0 C. t" q -.., ij Cjq -.- ij c. = . 
Iq j i Iq 

. (27) 

The determinant of these eqnations is 
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~H - W· '. AH ~21' ••••• IfH 
ÁH ...... ·AH-W ·BH ..... BH 

?I·' ... '. '}14 
è42 • ••••• , Cf4 

shown that 

DII-W··· DH 

DH' .... .DH-W 

. (28) 

rh Ai1 + 'ti, Ai2 + 't1. Ai3 + -;;j, Ai4 -!- Bil + ~!2 + Bi3 + Bi4. = 0, I 
4 Bil + 2 Bi2 + Bi3= 0, , ,I (29) 

Bi4.=O, 1 

and the same equations l'emain true if A ij is l'eplaced' by GiJ' and 
Bi·j by Dij. It follows tbat the ecjuation I:::.. = 0, _ which is of the 
8th degree in fJI, has thl'ee roots p' = 0, and can thel'efore be 
reduced to an equation of the fifth degl'ee. 1'0 prove (29) it would 
be necessal'y to develop the coeffici~nts Aij, BiJ .... , which cannot 
be done here. The proof will be given in a more detailed publica
ti on that wiJl soon appeal' in the Annals of the Observatol'y at 
beiden (Vol. XII, Part I). 

There are thus 5 different val ues of ti' q' '1.'0 each of these beIongs 
l:t Ret of vaIues of C'iq and C"iq, which are fonnd from (27), and 
of Ciq and C"'iq, which are then found fr'om Ihe fir,~t and last of (25). 

The first f0111' elements of the diagonnl of the determinant I:::.. are 
appl'oximately 

Aii = x'. 
All other elements ar'e tj,t least of the thil'd order'. It follows that 

four of the roots (lq are vel',y neady equal to x, the fifth being 
much smaller. If we neglect the masses of tbe satellites and the 
compression of the planet, then this fift~ root becomes zero, and 
the four others are I'igorously equal to x. The motion - x of 
the perijoves in the intermediary orbit is then exactly cancelled 

by the variations, and since in that case also 'tIi = 0, .and the inter
mediary Ol'bit is a circle, the val'ied Ol'bit consists of foul' Keplerian 
ellipses with tbe ex.centl'icities ~i and the fixed perijoves 'W , as it 
evidently must beo 

lf we considel' the constants of integmtion ~i as quantities of th~ 

first order, like "Ii 1), and if we put 

epi == /Jj T + 'WiO = "T + 'Wi, 

1) IC follows from (18) that 1(, .-;ji is of the second order, and consequently Y/i 
of tbe first. 
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then the effect of the variations on the radius-vector and the longitude 
is found to be, to the first order 

Ó'I'i = -iai:2 c"' EqCO.~ C(Jq-ai ~ IHcig + C'iq)Eq ('0" (Ai-1Vq) + 
9 j9 q 

+ ~ (Ciq- C'iq) lig eos (ei or + C(Jq) I~ 
, . (29) 

d'wi == ~ c~ liq sin C(Jq + ::E I (Cig + C'ig) Eg ,in (i.i -'W q) + 
q 9 9 

+ (Ciq- liq) Eg sin (ei 't' + C(Jq) j. 
\ 

As a fi.rst approximation we have au = - ", ai j and bij being 
of the second order. Also with the same appl'oximation, for 
q = 1 .... 4, {Iq = u, and consequently from (25) Ciq == C'iq approxi
mately. The difference Ciq - C'iq is thus of a higher order, and the 
last term of (29) can be omitted. Further also dij and ei) are at 
least of the second order, and consequently by the last of (25) 
C'''i7 is of a highe)' order than C'iq and Cl/iq. It foJlows tbat the fil'st 
term of Ó1'j ean also be omitted in the first approximation. The 
equations (29) then have entirely the form (6). At the same time we 
see the l'eaSOJl why the inequalities Il and III are so much smaller 
in the radius-vector than in the longitude. 

5. The pertu1'bations. 

We must now take into account the part of the pel'turbative 
funetion 

R - [Rij, 
which eontains terms whose argument D varies with the time, 
thus D = E 't. We will only give the theory in iü; broad' outlines. 
Fo)' details we refer to the publication in the Leiden AnnaIs. We 
put for abbreviation ' 

hi = Xi, ki = yi, Vi = Xi+' , (.Oj = Yi+4. -

The differential equations th en assume the form 
~. . 
_I = I ai, Esin E-r + 2 :2 ii,j,EsinE't Xj +:2.2 gi,),EcosE't'Yj, 1 
dl: E j E jE' 

dYi = __ ~ a'i,ECOsET:-.2 :Ej'i,j,EcosE-rX,i -2.2g'j,J,EsillEryj 
dT: E jE) E 

where i and j take the values from 1 to 8. The al'guments 
the farm 

D = ET: = kT + k' ()4 T, 

, (30) 

are of 

Ic and Ic' being any in tegers , pósitive, negative or zero. Ir we take 
only !c == !c' = 0, the equations (30) are l'~duced to (23). Thus w~ 
have, e.g. 

/i.J,o = 0, gi,j,O = ai,], 
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The equations (30) ~an be satisfied by 

Xi = IJ Ai,lJ, cos E-r: + IJ :!: Mi,j,l!, lij cos (tpj + ET), 
lJ,' J E 

yi = IJ A'i,Esin ET + IJ IJ M'i,j, E EJ sin (rpj + ET),') 
E J l!, 

. (31) 

whel'e 
(Pi = {ji'l +-'WiO. 

Substituting these in (30) we find again equations of condition 
for {jq, Mi,q,E and M'i,q,E. There is an in finite nu rnbel' of these equations. 
Rence the condition tor {jg is an infinite rleterminant put equal to 
zero. It is evidE'nt however that if 

~ ={jq 

is a root, then all numbers of the form 

{J' = ± {jq ± k ± k' 04 (k, k' = - 00 ••• + (0) 

are also roots, since changing' {j to {:l' does not affect Xi and Yi beyond 
a changé in the notation by which the different coefficients' are 
distinguished, 

It is not difficuJt to get an infinite determinant fo~ {J' instead 
of {jo If we- put 

Pi,J,E= i (Mi,j,E+ Mi,J,-E), 

Pi,J, E = i (Mi,J, E - Mi,J, - E), 

Q'i,j,E = HM:,j,E + M'i,j,_E), , 

Q,., j, E = i (M~.J, E -- M''',J, - E), 

Then the equations become 

{jPi,E + EP'i,E + ! IJ IJl (gi,J,l"=-E + gi,J,F+E) Q'j,l'-
j F ' 

- (fi,j,F-E + fi,j,F+E) P'J,F! = 0, ' 

{jP'ï, E + EPi, E + ! 1: IJ I (lH,j, F-E - gi,j,F+E) QJ,F -
J F 

- (fi,j,F-E- !i,J,l+E) PJ,F! = 0, . (32) 

{jQ'i E + EQi, E + i IJ l; I (g'i,J,F-E + g'i,j, F+E) Qj, F + ) 
, j F 

+ (f'i,J, F-E + /'i,j, F+E) PJ,F I = 0, 

{jQi E + EQ'i, E + l IJ IJ I (g'i,J, F-E - g'i,J, F+E) Q'j,F + 
.; F 
+ (j'i,j,F-E -!'i,j,F+E) P'j,FI= o. 

, 

where we have omitted·the index q in {jq, Pi,q,E, P'i,q,E etc. It is 
only necessary to consider these equations for positive values of E. 
The sums howevel' include all values of F . . We have 

Pi,F=Pi,-F, Qi,F= - Qi,-F, 

P', F- - P', F Q', F- Q" )j' 1, - t, - , t, - t, - • 
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Multiplying the second and third of (30) by {J, and then substi
tuting in them the values of {JPiE and {JQm derived from the first 
and last we find equations which contain only P'iE and Q'iE. 
These have the form 

(fj2_E2) Q'z,E + .IJ ~ Gi,J,E,FQ'j,F' + ~ ~Hz,),E,F Pj,F. I 
} F j P t 

(~2_E2) P'z,E+ ~.IJ G\), E,FQ'J,F + 1; 1; B'i,j, E,pP'J,p, ~ 
j F j F } 

(33) 

the coef1icients G, H, G', H' being all at least of the second order. 
We have 

P ", 
1+4,0 = Cl ' 

P'i,o = 0, 

Q' -,.' i,O - VI! Q' 11 i+i,O =C. 
1 

The infinite determinant resuJting from the elimination of P' and 
Q' . from (33) has, for each argument E, 16 rows and columns, 
c01'l'esponding to the 16 unknowns P'z,E and Q'i,E. For E=O there 
are only 8 unknowns, and also the first of (33) becomes an identity 
1'01' E= 0, so that there are only 8 columns and rows. 'l'he detel'
minant formed by the elements common to these 8 columns and 
rows may be called the central determinant. 

All elements of the determinant outside the diagonal are of the 
second order I). The elements of the diagonal have the form 
G + ll'! - [JI, where G is of the second order at least. In the 
central square we have E = 0, outside the central square E has a 
finite vaIue, and therefore G + E' is of the order zel'O. The manner 
in which the determinant is reduce'd to its central square will be 
explained by a simple example, in which I take for each al'gument 
E only 2 instead of 16 rows and columns, and of the rest of the 
determinant also only 2 1'0WS and columns are written. This is 
sufiicient to illustrate the principle. We then have the tl'ansformation 

all-W aH au aH 

a'l an-{J' au aH 

all au a .. +E2-{J' as. 

aH aH aH au+E'-{J' 

I) This is not correct. There are elements outside the dia~onal of the orders 

zero and one. The conclusioDs reached in the text are howevel' not affected and 

remain correct. For a more thorougb discussion see Leiden Annals XII. 1. (Note. 

added in the English lranslation). 
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. bll-{J~ bil 0 0 

b21 
b
ll

-{J2 0 0 
J 

all au a'u+EII-W a'u 

au au 
, 

aH a'44+E--W 

where 

b11 = all - :IJ I au - Yl an' 

bu = an - ,'lJ2 au - y, a41 , 

a'u = {tas + ,'IJl aal + /V 2 a S2 ' 

a' .. = aH + mi a 41 + .112 aH' 

ba = a l2 - ,VI au - Yl au, 

bu = au - m: au - Yl <tu. 

a'84 = 034 + YI a SI + y, au. 

a' .. = a44 + Yl aH + 'g2 au' 

nnd the multipliers xI' x 2 , YII Y2 are determined by 

<til + :IJ I all + X 2 au - :V j (a'n + Eli) - Yl a'H = 0 

aH + Xl au + X, a'1 - IV, (a'u + Eli) - y, (t'n =0 

al4 + Yl all + Y2 au - YI (a'H + EZ) - lVI a ' t4 = 0 

a24 + Yl au + Y1 au - Ys (a'44 + E2) -:IJ, a'84 = 0 

I 
\ 

(34) 

The determinant is thus l'educed to the product of two determinants. 
In our case we will in this way "peel off" 16 IOWS and rolumns 
at a time, instead of two. It follows from (3-:1:) that Xi and YI are 
of the' second- order at least. Tbe corrections 

biJ - aij 

to be applied to the inner tel'Ins are thus of the fourth order. If 
now we pl'oceed to remove tbe I'olumns and rows of another 
argument F, the effect of these' corl'ections on the central determinant 
will be of the sixtlt order. Uonsequently, if we agree to neglect 
quantities of the sixth order in W, Rud therefore, since {J itself is 
of the first order, quantities of the fifth order (i.e. of the ol'der of 
10-1°) in {J, then the rows and columns of each argument CRU be 
removed separateZv, independently ,of all olher al'guments. The 
determinant finally is rednced to a product of an infinite number 
of determinants, of which the central one has 8 columns and l'OWS, 

\ 

and all others 16. Each of these eorresponds to one argnment ± E. 
As has been pointed out above, to each root {Jq belongs a root 
{lq + E aod a root fJq-E. It is th us evidently only necessary to 
determine the 8 roots of the correrted central determinant.. The 
cOl'l'ections wbich have been applied to the eiernents of the central 
square are at least of the four!h order. These 8 roots will therefore 
differ very JittJe from those of the uncol'rected determinant 1:::., of 
which three are zero. Fo!' the corrected determinant thè relations 
(29) do not hold; and also the a pl'Îori reasoning by wilieil we 
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showed that there must be six roots fJ = 0, do not apply here,' sin ce 
Xi= jï= 0 is not a particular solution 01 the equations (30), The 
thl'ee roots of the corl'ected d~terminant cOl'responding to the three • 
zel'O 1'OOIS of l::,. = 0 may thel'efol'e differ slightly from zero, but 
they wilI in any case be extl'emely smalI, and for all practical 
pmposes the othel' ft \'e roots are the only important ones, 

It l'emains to determine the coefficients .A iE and A'iE' We have 
the eq uations 

EAi, E + i :E :E Ui,j, F (Aj, E-F - Aj, E+F) + 
;' F J 

+ !li,j,F(Aj,E-F + A';',E+F) 1+ ai,E= O,r 
I (36) 

EA'j,E + i:E :E U'i,j,F(Aj,E-F + A;,,~'+F) - \ 
j F , 

- g'j,;"F (A'E-F - A'k~F) I + a'i,E = 0, 

from wbich the coefficients can be solved by successive approximation, 
Nearly always the ftrst approximation 

ai,E 
Ai,E=-E' 

will be sufficient. 

A'. __ a'i,E 
!,E- E 


